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From Our Readers,

Letters to the Editorv M r

NFCUS Insurance 
Sir: 1 have been asked to com

ment on the NFCUS life Insurance 
scheme recently advertised In the 
Brunawickan.

The group term Insurance offered 
Is the cheapest type obtainable and 
Is well suited to moat students’ 
requirements, 
plan are about 30% lower than for 
term Insurance bought Individually.

The amount of Insurance a stu
dent should carry should be at 
least equal to his estimated burial 
expenses and his personal debt. 
To this could be added an amount 
equal to the payments the student 
would have made to his family had 
he lived; an amount reflecting the 
dependence of his family on his 
future Income. For most students 
this will be a negligible sum.

W. J. Reddln

A New Cain
Sir: The following poem, by Mr. Raymond Souster, of Toronto, 

will doubtlessly interest your readers:
FREDERICTON

So this is "the poets' corner 
Of Canada" — Bliss, Sir Charles,
And Francis Joseph Sherman,
All born, all Latin'd and Greek'd here.
Not one of them 
With anything really to say.
But dressing it up, faking it,
So that they fooled quite a few in their time.
And I can understand why.
Outside of the noble river 
Which none of them bothered to write about,
This city has little to commend it,
And couldn't help but in time 
Drive a man to drink or lousy poetry.
Which voices are no doubt being practised 
At this very moment today.

Here we see the honest poetry of a sincere Canadian, 
who is not partial and who has something to say.

Fredericton is considered the “poets’ corner of Canada ’ by 
those who live in the area, and on the campus we have a memorial 
to bards who lived and received their education here. But the 
“poets’ corner” is not representative of all who have written poetry. 
Raymond Souster who has written about Fredericton and described 
it with an acute eye is not mentioned on the monument nor is 
there a monument in his honour. *

This is a gross error on the part of the “Board of Historical 
Sites and Monuments of Canada”, as well as past and present 
members of Fredericton city council.

I think that because the Canadian government is suffering 
from a budget deficit and the city of Fredericton is destitute, the 
students of the University should start a fund so that the proper 
authorities could erect a monument to an eminent Canadian poet 
a poet who tells the truth about the “City of Elms”.

Sincerely,
A CANADIAN
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1868, and today has an enrolment 
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ally everybody you see will be drunk.
Though this passage may be a bit too cynical for some Peoples

eloquent warning against mixing drinking
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taste, it does serve here as an 
and driving during the holidays. s» sse
enough to drive while intoxicated.

Yet even college students have to contend with "the other guys , 
the ones who haven't yet learned that even a few drinks can lead to 
catastrophe.

>ut, Saturday

DECEMBER 6
Music supplied by

ROBIN ROBERTS 
ORCHESTRA
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buttai. UNB, we feel, should haveIn addition, danger on the highway is not only caused by drinking. 
In tact the Canadian Highway Safety Conference points out that 
Intoxication ranks but eighth among the leading causes ot traffic 
deaths Even more common are: speed too fast for conditions, ul*aa 
backing, assuming right-of-way, cutting in, failure to signal, unsafe 
passing and inattention.

So even if you don’t drink, you
what academic adventures are

Biased Decision? . . .
Sir- The following is a letter protested the choice of judges, 

sent to Judith Bell, editor of Two otherwise tirm Dal. sup- 
the Dalhousie Gazette. We would 
like you to know that not all ot the 
audience were in agreement with 
the decision. Though Dalhousie is 
capable ot winning a debate, It 

second to UNB on Novehaber

ute
lan, we Admission 55 centsporters,ary Sandra Manning 
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still had better drive carefully 
in store tor thetf you want to see 

new year. was

FOR A QUICK LUNCH
Visit Our LUNCHEONETTE FOUNTAIN 
KENNETH STAPLES DRUG COMPANY

25:
Dear Madam Editor:

To surrender or be exterminated?
We hereby protest the decision 

of the debate between UNB and 
Dalhousie on November 26. Only 
one judge was qualified to criticize 
the debate. The others were biased 
before they even entered the law 
building. They voted not so much 
for Dalhousie, as for the negative 
side of the argument.

Dalhousle’s only asset was an 
Our worthy CHRISTMASIfi - isF>outspoken redhead, 

opponents, on the other hand, pre
sented many well-founded argu
ments and attacked the resolution 
from every angle.

Dalhousie protested UNB s use- 
age of new material in the re-
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our greetings for a 
happy holiday sea
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"For those who prefer quality"warmly welcomed.*The Bonk where Students' accounts are
Fredericton Branch, Queen & Carieton Street*: 

DOUGLAS TROTTER, Manager_________

CIGARETTES
FREDERICTON, N.B.


